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Managed Security Services
Protect your business from
phishing and ransomware attacks.
Automated security software and hardware protect
your data— sometimes. Many organizations install
safeguards such as these and think that they have
thwarted the threat of security breaches. Even the

Phishing
An employee sees a page that looks like it
came from a reputable source. It seems like a
harmless click on a trusted site, when in reality,
it gives immediate access to malware that can
devastate your data and systems.

Ransomware
Cyber criminals can attack in mere seconds,

best automated solutions do not confront your biggest

with the goal of gaining control of your data,

vulnerability—your own employees.

and threatening to destroy it unless they are
paid a steep ransom. A scenario like this,

Cybercriminals are perfecting the art of exploiting

inevitably results in loss of data and money.

employees with good intent. They devise methods to
coerce employees into giving away business data. For
example, they may, initiate a seemingly routine financial
transaction that allows malware to infect their computers

Big business or small
business, cyber attacks
are aimed at all.

(and the company network). This is a real threat, as
evidenced by headlines that appear daily.

95% of U.S. companies report

Educating your staff to recognize these attempts

phishing attacks.

can foil the criminal and protect you. Your best line of

84% reported that the attacks

defense is to train and educate your employees about

were successful.

cyber security, and to teach them to
recognize
phishing and
ransomware
attempts.

78% of companies performed
phishing tests that succeeded in
capturing sensitive information
from a quarter of their
employees, or more.

$1.6 Million is the average,
that a single attack costs a
company.
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Security Awareness Services
We have a solution for this problem.
Godlan can help your employees become a security asset.
Even the best employees can be weak link to your organization if
they aren’t vigilant and knowledgeable. Educating employees and
implementing security processes and procedures across your
organization is the only way to ensure protection of your data.
Godlan Managed Security Services combines training and
systematic follow-up to bolster your data defense. Godlan’s
Managed Security Services team has assisted countless companies
to protect and defend against all manner of cyber attacks.
Godlan’s Managed Security Services program is effective, because it addresses the
weakest link and provides real solutions. Godlan’s Managed Security Services team has
assisted countless companies to protect and defend against all manner of cyber attacks.

Godlan’s Managed Security Services include:
Security awareness training
Interesting and interactive learning modules help
youremployees recognize threats:
• How to avoid fraudulent file attachments – the
#1 method of attack.
• How to spot spam emails containing notices about
bills, invoices, or price lists.
• How to recognize phishing pages that without
training, are almost indistinguishable from legitimate
ones.
• What to do when they are in doubt.

Simulated phishing attacks
We perform random simulated attacks to test your
employees’ vulnerability and awareness. These
simulations uncover weaknesses and allow you to take
action to educate and thus prevent a real breach.
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Security awareness reporting
Godlan prepares scheduled reports that track
suspicious activity, along with identifying employees
that have fallen victim to phishing simulations.

Prevention and peace of mind
Godlan’s security awareness services have been proven
to reduce vulnerability by up to 90%. Are you positive
that all of your employees could recognize a malicious
attachment or link? Remember, attempted attacks are
present every day. One mistake by a well-intentioned
employee is all it takes to potentially devastate your
business.

Our programs engage your staff
Godlan’s training programs are interesting and
engaging. You can rest assured that our trainings will
be easily understood and easily implemented by all.
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